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INSTRUCTIONS
Power load forecasting is the basis of power system planning and an important indicator to measure the modernization of power system management. The essence of power load forecasting is the forecast of electricity market demand.Forecast of future electricity demand can guide the position of power supply and power generation plan in a city.Grey system that with partial information known and partial information unknown is used as the research subject of Grey prediction model .It uses potential rules such as data collection to establish grey model. It uses known information to establish differential equation and then calculate unknown data.The model requires that the original data are non-negative and data series are in line or substantially in line with exponential [Ren Gonghang,2010] . (1)Establish original data sequence
(
(3)Establish original form and differential equation of GM(1,1) The original form of GM(1,1) is as follows:
( ) ( ) x t ax t u + = (4) Where a is development coefficient, which reflects development trend of data sequence; u is coordination coefficient, which reflects change relationship between data.
Establish the first order differential equation:
That is
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Where, x is the mean value of k and 1 + k .The above equation can be written in matrix form:
(1)
(4)Determine equation parameters Obtaining parameters according to the principle of least squar:
(5)Establish time response function Through the above calculation,the time response function of the model can be obtained as follows:
(6)Determine original value Making inverse accumulated generating on (1) ( ) x t , reducing value can be obtained as follows: 
Model test theory
Applying a prediction model to a specific object, a series of prediction data can be obtained.In order to know the quality of prediction results ,the prediction data need to be compared to the original data,that is model test.Normally,a good test includes the following aspects[Che-Chiang Hsu,2003]:
(1)Residual analysis Residual,also known as residual error,is the difference between the actual value and the calculated value of model.
Residual variance: x of 1-AGO,there could be a large error in the calculation process.This paper put forward a new way to Calculate Parameters c,The process is as follows:
(1)Establish the function of residual sum of squares The average residual of Improved GM(1,1) model is 6.38927%，and the level of Traditional GM (1,1) model is 6.4722%.It proves that improved prediction model can do improve prediction precision.
(2)Fitting accuracy analysis Judging from values of C and P,the Two models are both in level 'A',the result is shown in Tab 
CONCLUSION
Through the above analysis ,This paper gives a new way to calculate the initial value.It compares prediction results between traditional grey prediction model and improved grey prediction model through actual example and proves that improved grey prediction model can improve prediction precision.Model test shows that the improved GM (1,1) model not only retains the advantages of traditional model to calculate simplicity, but also improves the prediction accuracy.
